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Methods for comparing a DNA sequence with
a protein sequence
Xiaoqiu Huang and Jinghui Zhang1
Abstract
We describe two methods for constructing an optimal global
alignment of, and an optimal local alignment between, a DNA
sequence and a protein sequence. The alignment model of the
methods addresses the problems of frameshifts and introns in
the DNA sequence. The methods require computer memory
proportional to the sequence lengths, so they can rigorously
process very huge sequences. The simplified versions of the
methods were implemented as computer programs named
NAP and LAP. The experimental results demonstrate that the
programs are sensitive and powerful tools for finding genes
by DNA—protein sequence homology.
Introduction
The discovery of sequence homology between a newly
determined genomic sequence and a known protein sequence
serves two purposes. First, it identifies a coding region of the
genomic sequence. Second, it provides the first clues about
the function of the gene coded by the region (Altschul et al,
1990). Methods for comparing a DNA sequence and a protein
sequence are a valuable tool for the analysis of DNA and
protein sequences (Pearson, 1990).
We describe two alignment methods for comparing a DNA
sequence and a protein sequence. The methods construct an
optimal global alignment of, and an optimal local alignment
between, the two sequences. The methods generalize that of
States and Botstein (1991) by addressing the problem of
introns in the DNA sequence. States and Botstein (1991)
addressed the problem of frameshifts in the comparison of a
mRNA sequence and a protein sequence. Because our
methods rigorously solve the problems of frameshifts and
introns in the DNA sequence, they are more sensitive than
existing DNA-protein alignment methods. The memory
requirements of our methods are proportional to the sum of
the sequence lengths, and the time requirements are
proportional to the product of the sequence lengths. The
simplified versions of the methods were implemented as
computer programs named NAP (Nucleotide-Amino acid
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alignment Program) and LAP (Local Alignment Program).
The experimental results demonstrate that the programs are
sensitive and powerful tools for finding genes by DNA-
protein sequence homology.
System and methods
The programs described in this paper were written in the C
programing language. They have been compiled and tested on
Sun workstations using the Sun C compiler. We think that the
programs are portable to many platforms.
Algorithm
A global alignment model
An alignment of a DNA sequence and a protein sequence
consists of substitutions, nucleotide insertion gaps and
nucleotide deletion gaps. A substitution involves at most
three nucleotides and one amino acid. A full substitution
involves three nucleotides and a partial substitution involves
one or two nucleotides. A full substitution is a match if it
contains no gap and the codon codes for the amino acid. Gaps
are defined relative to the DNA sequence. A nucleotide
insertion gap is a gap where nucleotides correspond to no
amino acids. A nucleotide deletion gap is a gap where no
nucleotides are present. Only one nucleotide insertion gap is
allowed to occur within a full substitution. No nucleotide
insertion gap is allowed to occur within a partial substitution.
The length of a gap is the number of nucleotides involved.
Figure 1 shows an alignment of DNA and protein sequences.
This alignment contains a match (ATG, Met) and two partial
matches (A**, Arg) and (TG*, Cys), where an occurrence of
the symbol * indicates that no nucleotide is present at the
position.
Let the non-negative integers q and r be gap-open and gap-
extension penalties. The score of a gap of length / is
—(q + 1-x.r). Let t(b, b) be the score of substituting an amino
acid b for an amino acid b. The score table a for substitutions
is computed from the table t as follows. Let gia^a^) be the
amino acid coded by a non-stop codon axa2a3, where each a,
is in {A, C, G, T}. The score of a full substitution involving a
non-stop codon a ^ a^ and an amino acid b is defined to be
aiaxa2a-i, b) = t(giaxa2ai,), b). The score of a full substitution
involving a stop codon and an amino acid is defined to be the
minimum value in the table (. For a partial substitution
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DMA GCCATGA GCTTG ATCCTACTATGGTGGTTCAAAACAGGGGT GTCTGCTCA
Protein MetArgAlaCyaTyrProM »tTr pGlyLauVal Ala
Fig. 1. An alignment of DNA and protein sequences. A match is indicated by
three colons and a partial match by up to three fullstops. Gaps are indicated by
dashes.
(ata2*,b), a(a{a2* ,b) is defined to be the arithmetic average
of those a{a^a2x, b) for x in {A, C, G, T} such that a\a2x is a
non-stop codon. The score aiax**,b) is defined to be the
arithmetic average of those oia^xy, b) for x and v in {A, C,
G, T} such that axxy is a non-stop codon. The scores of other
partial substitutions are defined similarly. The score of a
substitution with the codon containing Ns is the same as the
score of the substitution with the Ns replaced by *s. For
example, cr(ANT, Ser) = a(A*T, Ser). The score of an align-
ment is simply the sum of scores of each substitution and each
gap in the alignment.
Three adjustments to the scoring scheme are needed to
produce a biologically meaningful alignment. First, as in
Huang (1994), terminal gaps are given a score of zero. This
adjustment handles well the case where the DNA sequence
contains untranslated 5' and 3' regions. Second, a nucleotide
insertion gap of length greater than k is given a constant
penalty of q + k x r, where k is a parameter specified by the
user. The modification addresses the problem of long introns
in the DNA sequence by favoring alignments with long
internal nucleotide insertion gaps over alignments with many
short nucleotide insertion gaps. Note that the alignment of the
DNA sequence and the protein sequence may contain
insertions of long introns of the DNA sequence. Third, a
nucleotide insertion gap of length greater than k is given a 5'
bonus if it begins with GT and a 3' bonus if it ends with AG.
This adjustment encourages long nucleotide insertions to
occur at splice sites. As a result, the exact locations of the
introns are likely to be shown on a largest-scoring alignment.
If k is set to 10, and the 5' and 3' bonuses are 3r each, then the
score of the alignment in Figure 1 is:
ff(ATG, Met) + <T(A", Arg) -(q + 2r) + o(GCr, Ala)
+ CT(TG*, Cys) + CT(*AT. Tyr) - (q + 2r)
+ ff(CCT, Pro) + o(ATA, Met) - (q + r)
+ cr(TGG, Trp) - (q + lOr) + 3r + 3r
+ ff(GGT, Gly) - (q + 3r) + CT(GTC, Val)
- (q + r) + ff(GCT, Ala)
Our global alignment model generalizes the local align-
ment model of States and Botstein (1991) by allowing a
nucleotide insertion gap of any length within a full
substitution, charging a constant penalty for any nucleotide
insertion gap of length greater than k, and utilizing the GT and
AG dinucleotides in the identification of RNA splice sites.
These extensions address the problem of introns in the
alignment of DNA and protein sequences.
A global alignment algorithm
Let A = axa2---am be a DNA sequence. Letfl = bxb2--bn be
a protein sequence, where each b; is an amino acid. The
problem is to compute an alignment of A and B with the
maximum score. This alignment is called an optimal
alignment. We develop a dynamic programing algorithm
for computing an optimal alignment of A and B. To obtain an
efficient algorithm, we employ the techniques of Gotoh
(1982) for treating the linear gap penalty and for treating the
constant penalty for a gap of length greater than k. Let S(i, j)
be the maximum score of any alignment of A, and Bp where
A, = axa2---a, and Bj = bxb2---by In order to compute the
matrix 5 efficiently, we need to introduce a number of
additional matrices. First we define each additional matrix
and give a recurrence for computing the matrix. Then we give
the recurrence for computing the matrix 5. Figure 2 shows the
dependence of entry (i, j) in a matrix on some of the other
entries in this matrix and other matrices.
Let E(i, j) be the maximum score of any alignment of A,
and Bj that ends with a nucleotide insertion gap occurring
outside codons. If the gap is a 3'-terminal gap, then the gap is
not penalized. This is handled by a separate formula for the
case where ; = n. The matrix E is computed according to the
recurrence:
E(i, j) = - q for i = 0 and j > 0,
E(i, j) = max{£(i -l,j)-r,S(i-l,j)-q-r)
for i > 0 and 0 < j < n,
£ ( i , ; ) = max{£(i - 1, j),S(i - 1, j))
for i > 0 and j = n
Let F(i, j') be the maximum score of any alignment of A,
and Bj that ends with a nucleotide deletion gap. A separate
formula for the case where i = m is introduced for not
penalizing any 3'-terminal gap.
F ( i , j ) = - q f o r i > 0 a n d j - 0 ,
F(i, j) = max{F(i, j - 1) - 3r,
F(i-l,j-l) + aCa,*,bj)-q-2r,
S(i - 1, j - 1) + ai*a,', bj)-2q- 2r,
S(i -2,j-l) + a(a,_
 1a,*,bJ) -q-r)
for 0 < i < m and ;' > 0,
F(i, j) = max{F(i,; - 1), S(i, j - 1)) for i = m and ;' > 0.
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Fig. 2. Trie dependence of entry (i,j) in a matrix on some of the other entries
in this and other matrices. The edge from entries (i — \J) to (ij) denotes a
nucleotide insertion gap. The edge from entries (ij - 1) to (ij) denotes
a nucleotide deletion gap. The edges from entries (i — \,j — 1) and
(i —2,/—1) to (/,;) denote partial substitutions. The edge from
entries (i — 3,; - 1) to (i,;) denotes a full substitution. The edge from
entries (i - 4,) — 1) to {i,j) denotes a full substitution containing a nucleotide
insertion gap. The edge from entries (i — k — \,j — 1) to (i,j) denotes a
nucleotide insertion gap of length greater than Jt. The edge from entries
(i — k — 4,;' — 1) to (i,j) denotes a full substitution containing a nucleotide
insertion gap of length greater than k.
Let G(i, j) be the maximum score of any alignment of A,
and Bj that ends with a nucleotide insertion gap of length
greater than k occurring outside codons. The gap is given a
penalty of q + k x r. Let/5(i) be the 5' bonus if a(fl;+i = GT
and zero otherwise.
G(i, j) — — q — kxr for i^k and j > 0,
G(i, j) = m a x { G ( i - 1, j),S(i -k-l,j) + Is(i - k)
— q — kx r) for i > k and j > 0.
A partial score of an alignment ending with a full
substitution is the score of the alignment minus the score of
the last substitution. Let C(i, j , b) be the maximum partial
score of any alignment of Ai and Bj that ends with a full
substitution containing a nucleotide insertion gap between the
first and second bases of the codon for amino acid b. Let
lc(i, j , b) be the position of the first base of the codon if such
an alignment exists and zero otherwise. If lc(i, j , b) is not zero
and the codon flfc(,-,;-,6)fl,-_ifl/ codes for amino acid b, then
C(i, j , b) + t(b, bj) is the maximum score of any alignment of
A, and Bj that ends with a full substitution containing a
nucleotide insertion gap between the first and second bases of
the codon.
C(i, j , b)= - oo for ( ^ 3 and ; > 0,
C(i, j , b) = m a x { C ( i - l , j , b ) - r, S(i - 4 , ; " - 1) - q - r)
for J ^  4 , ; > 0 and a, _
 3 is base 1 of a codon for b,
C(i, j,b) = C(i - 1, j,b)-r for i £: 4,; > 0 and a,_3
is not base 1 of any codon for b.
lc(i, j , b) = 0 for i s= 3 and ; > 0,
lc(i, j , b) = i - 3 for / & 4 , ; > 0,
and C(i, j , b) > C{i - 1,;, b) - r,
lc(i, j,b) = lc(i -l,j,b) for i £ :4 , /> 0,
and C(i,;,/>)= C(i-l,j,b)-r.
Let D(i, j , b) be the maximum partial score of any
alignment of A, and Bj that ends with a full substitution
containing a nucleotide insertion gap between the second and
third bases of the codon for amino acid b. Let ld(i, j , b) be the
position of the first base of the codon if such an alignment
exists and zero otherwise. If ld(i, j , b) is not zero and the
codon aid(i,J,b)au(i,J,b)+ia' codes for amino acid b, then
D(i, j , b) + t(b, bj) is the maximum score of any alignment of
A, and B; that ends with a full substitution containing a
nucleotide insertion gap between the second and third bases
of the codon. The recurrence for Id is similar to that for Ic and
is omitted.
D(i, j , b)= - oo for / < 3 and ;' > 0,
D(i, j , b) = max{D(i - 1,;, b) - r,S(i - 4, j - 1) - q - r}
for i & 4, ; > 0 and a,_^ai_1
is bases 1 and 2 of a codon for b,
D(i, j,b) = D(i - 1, j,b)-r for i: 2= 4, j > 0 and a,_3a,_2
is not bases 1 and 2 of any codon for b.
Two matrices are introduced to handle a nucleotide
insertion gap of length greater than k. Let U(i, j , b) be the
maximum partial score of any alignment of At and Bj that
ends with a full substitution containing a nucleotide insertion
gap of length greater than k between the first and second
bases of the codon for amino acid b. Let lu(i, j , b) be the
position of the first base of the codon if such an alignment
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exists and 0 otherwise.
U(i, j , b) = - oo for i <k + 4 and ;' > 0,
U(i, j , b) = max {U(i - 1,;, b), S(i - k - 4, j - 1)
+ I5(i-k-2)-q-kxr)
for i: ^  k + 4 , ; > 0 and a,_*_3
is base 1 of a codon for b,
U(i, j , b) = U(i - 1,;,b) for i 5: * + 4 , ; > 0 and <J,_*_3
is not base 1 of any codon for b.
lu(i, j , b) = 0fori<k + 4andj> 0,
lu(i, j,b) = i-k-3 for i 5: k + 4, ; > 0
and U(i,j,b)>U{i- l,j,b),
lu(i, j , b) = lu(i - 1,;, 6) for j 2: k + 4,7 > 0
and U(iJ,b) = U(i-l,j,b).
Let V{i,j,b) be the maximum partial score of any
alignment of A, and Bj that ends with a full substitution
containing a nucleotide insertion gap of length greater than k
between the second and third bases of the codon for amino
acid b. Let lv(i, j , b) be the position of the first base of the
codon if such an alignment exists and zero otherwise. The
recurrence for Iv is similar to that for hi and is omitted.
V(i, j , b) — - 00 for i < k + 4 and ;' > 0,
V(j, ;, b) = max( V(i - 1, j , b),S(i - k - 4, ; - 1)
+ I$(i-k-l)-q-kxr\
for ( > k + 4 , ; > 0, and a,_k_3a,_k_2
is bases 1 and 2 of a codon for b,
V(i, j , b) = V(i - 1, j , b) for i: => k + 4, ; > 0
and a,_ t_3fl,_ i_2
is not bases 1 and 2 of any codon for b.
Let 5(«, j) be the maximum score of any alignment of A,
and Bj. Let /3(<) be the 3' bonus if a,_xa, = AG and zero
otherwise. The matrix S is computed according to the recurrence:
S(i, j) = 0 for i = 0 or _/ = 0,
S(i, j) = max(S(t - 1, ; - 1) + ff("a,,b;) -q-2r,
S(i -2J-1) + a{a,_, •«,, fy) -
 9 - r,
S(i - 2, ; - 1) + o(*a,_
 xat,b,) -q-r,
S(i - 3, ; - 1) + ff(a,_2fl,_ ia,-,fcj),
aid(ij,b')aid(i.j,b') + \ a
and the codon a ^
for t > 0 and ; > 0,
where the maximum is taken over amino acids bc, b , b" and
bwsuch that lc(i,j,bc) + 0 and the codon aic(i.j,tf)ai-\ax
codes for amino acid bc,ld(i,j,b ) =£ 0 and the codon
f o r a m i n 0 a c i d
 bd,lu(ij,b") + 0
; , _ i«, codes for amino acid b",
lv(i, j,bv) + 0 and the codon ajv<,v/,fc')a/v<l-v/.V")+ifl; codes for
amino acid bv. Assume that the expressions with a negative
index are removed from the recurrence for S(i, j ) . For
example, for i — 2, the expression involving S(i — 3, j — 1) is
not present in the recurrence.
The score of an optimal alignment of A and B is S(m,n).
The score 5(m, n) can be obtained in linear space by
computing the matrices in order of columns. We directly
compute an optimal alignment of score S(m, n) in linear space
using a divide-and-conquer technique (Hirschberg, 1975;
Myers and Miller, 1988; Huang, 1994). In this technique, the
midpoint of the optimal alignment is computed by a forward
and a reverse pass, and then the alignments on both sides of
the midpoint are computed recursively. Myers and Miller
(1988) extended the algorithm of Hirschberg (1975) to handle
the linear gap penalty. Huang (1994) further generalized the
technique to compute an optimal alignment of two sequences
of the same type, where terminal gaps are not penalized and
long gaps are given a constant penalty. We modify the
procedure of Huang (1994) to compute an optimal alignment
of DNA and protein sequences of lengths m and n in 0{mn)
time and O{m + n) space.
The algorithm described above is not very efficient because
the matrices C(i, j,b),D(i, j,b),U{i, j,b) and V(i, j,b) have
to be computed for each possible amino acid b. Below we
give a simplified version of the algorithm, which achieves a
greater efficiency with a little compromise on alignment
optimality. The simplification involves combining C(i, j , b)
for all amino acids b into a single matrix C(i,j). This
simplification is also performed for U(i, j , b) and V(i, j , b).
The matrix D(i, j , b) is no longer needed since its simplifica-
tion is the same as that of C(i, j , b). The new recurrences for
the matrices S, C, Ic, U, lu and V are given below. Two
expressions involving S(i — 4, j — 1) are included in the
recurrence for S to compute accurately the maximum score of
alignments of A, and Bj that end with a full substitution
containing a nucleotide insertion gap of length one. Note
that the simplified algorithm approximately computes the
maximum score of alignments of A, and Bj that end with a full
500
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substitution containing a nucleotide insertion gap of length
greater than one. The recurrence for Iv is similar to that for lu
and is omitted. No change is made to the recurrences for the
matrices E,F and G.
S(i,j) = Ofor j = Oor; = 0,
S(i, j) = max{S(i - 1,; - 1) + aC\, b}) - q - 2r,
S(i -2,j-l) + o(a, _! *a,, bj) -q-r,
S(i - 2, j - 1) + aCa,-iah b,) - q - r.
S(i - 4, j - 1) + ff(a,_3fl,_ xat, bj) -q-r,
S(i - 4, j - 1) + ff(a,_3«1_2flI,&/) -q-r,
F ( i - l , ; - l ) + ff(**a1-,6/)-2r,
F(«-2, ; - 1 ) + *(*<!,_ ,a,,fcy)-r,
CO',;) +
for i > 0 and j > 0,
where lc(i, y) * 0, lu(i, j) # 0 and /v(i, ; ) * 0.
C(J, / ) = — oo for J ' ^ 3 and _/' > 0,
C(i, j ) = m a x { C ( i - l , j ) - r , S(i - A , j - l )
for i ^ 4 and j > 0.
lc(i, j) - 0 for i < 3 and ; > 0,
lc(i,j)= i - 3 if I s= 4, ; > 0 ,
and C(i,j)>C(i-l,j)-r,
lc(i, j) = lc(i - 1, j) if i & 4, ; > 0,
and C ( J , y ) = C ( / - l , j ) - r .
U(i, j) — — co for i < k + 4 and _/ > 0,
U(i, j) = max ([/(/ - 1,;), S(i - k - 4, j - 1)
+ / s ( i - i f c - 2 ) - 9 - A : x r }
for i > /t + 4 and / > 0.
/«(/, ; ) = 0 for ( < k + 4 and ; > 0,
lu(i, j) = j - k - 3 for i > k + 4,; > 0
and U(i,j)>U(i-l,j),
and U(iJ) = U(i-l,j).
V(i, j) = — oo for i < k + 4 and y > 0,
V(i,;) = max{ V(i - 1, y), 5(/ - * - 4, j - 1)
+ I5(i-k-l)-q-kxr]
for / s )t + 4 and y > 0.
An alignment of score S(m, n) is computed in linear space
using a divide-and-conquer technique.
A local alignment algorithm
If there is no correspondence between the entire protein
sequence and a portion of the DNA sequence, then it is
inappropriate to use a global alignment program to compare
the two sequences. The global alignment may not contain a
local similarity between the two sequences even if the local
similarity exists. A local alignment algorithm should be used
to find a local similarity between two sequences (Smith and
Waterman, 1981).
A local alignment between a DNA sequence and a protein
sequence is an alignment of a region of the DNA sequence
and a region of the protein sequence. An optimal local
alignment is one with the maximum score, and the maximum
score is the similarity score between the two sequences. We
develop an algorithm for computing an optimal local
alignment between the DNA and protein sequences. Follow-
ing the method of Smith and Waterman (1981), we obtain the
recurrences of the local alignment algorithm by modifying
those of the global alignment algorithm given in the previous
subsection. The modification is to include the term zero in the
recurrence for S(i,j). The technique of Huang et al. (1990) is
used to obtain an optimal local alignment in linear space. In
this technique, the end-points of an optimal local alignment
are first determined, and then the optimal local alignment is
constructed by applying the linear-space global alignment
procedure to the corresponding regions of the two sequences.
If the set of the simplified recurrences is used with the term
zero added to the recurrence for S(i,j), then we have a
simplied local alignment algorithm. This algorithm achieves
a higher efficiency with a little loss of alignment optimally.
Implementation
The simplified algorithm for computing a global alignment of
DNA and protein sequences was implemented as a portable
computer program named NAP. The simplified local align-
ment algorithm was implemented as a portable computer
program named LAP. The programs were written in the C
programing language. The NAP and LAP programs have an
option to compare the reverse complement of the DNA
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sequence with the protein sequence. The parameters used in
the experiments described below are q = 10, r = 2, k = 15.
Setting k to 15 means that each nucleotide insertion gap of
15 bp or more receives a penalty of 40. The selection of a
small value for k encourages the programs to identify short
exons correctly by aligning regions of the protein sequence
with the short exons of the DNA sequence because the gaps
before and after a short exon are not heavily penalized. If a
large value is used for k, and hence long gaps are heavily
penalized, then the programs tend to combine the two long
gaps before and after a short exon into a single gap, resulting
in a miss of the short exon. Note that the penalty of a
nucleotide insertion gap of length greater than k is the
constant q + k x r. The BLOSUM62 matrix was used as
the score table t (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992). All the
experiments involving NAP and LAP were performed on a
Sun Sparcstation 5 with 32 megabytes of memory. The
computational times reported below for NAP and LAP do not
include the time to compare the reverse complement of the
DNA sequence with the protein sequence.
We performed a test to determine the effect of alignment
similarity on the accuracy of NAP. For this test, we selected a
human a globin DNA sequence of 900 bp (GenBank
Accession V00491), which contains three exons. The
locations of the three exons were determined by aligning
the DNA sequence with the human a globin protein sequence
with NAP. As expected, NAP produced an alignment that
consists only of exact matches, which shows the exact
location of each exon. The comparison of the starting and
ending positions of the exons shown by the NAP alignment
with the positions of the exons given in the GenBank
annotation of the DNA sequence indicates that three positions
in the 'CDS' field of the GenBank annotation are off by 1-3 bp.
We extracted a total of 508 protein entries whose 'DE' field
begins with 'HEMOGLOBIN' from the Swiss-Prot protein
database (Release 32). The NAP program was used to align
the human a globin DNA sequence with each of the 508
protein sequences. Figure 3 shows an alignment of the human
a globin DNA sequence and a pig 6 globin protein sequence.
For each of the 508 alignments, we calculated the percent
similarity and error rate of the alignment. The percent
similarity of an alignment is the number of matches divided
by the length of the protein sequence. The error rate of an
alignment is the number of protein residues that are aligned
with non-exonic regions of the DNA sequence divided by the
protein sequence length. The 508 alignments were partitioned
into 20 groups by similarity, with group 1 consisting of the
alignments whose similarity is <5%, group 2 consisting of the
alignments whose similarity is at least 5%, but is <10%, and
so on. Table I shows the number of alignments, the average
score of alignments, and the average error rate of alignments
in each group. The results in Table I indicate that NAP is able
to identify the correlation between DNA and protein
Scor« 161 Similarity 361 (54/1461
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Fig. 3. A global alignment of a human a globin DNA sequence (GenBank
Accession V00491) and a pig S globin protein sequence (Swiss-Prot
Accession PO4246). The NAP program identified the exact locations of the
two introns. The regions of interest are indicated by asterisks and pound
signs.
sequences if the two sequences have a similarity of 30% or
more.
NAP can be used to annotate coding region features in a
genomic sequence automatically because it has several
special features that were designed accurately to align a
genomic DNA sequence to a related protein sequence. Long
introns do not distort the DNA-protein alignment because a
constant penalty is charged for any gap exceeding a user-
specified length. The 5' and 3' untranslated regions do not
affect the alignment because terminal gaps are not penalized.
The program also identifies the donor and receptor splice sites
for each intron so that the results are consistent with the intron
splicing process. As an example, we aligned a human
genomic sequence for the cytokine a subunit to a mouse
macrophage inflammatory a l protein sequence. The length of
the DNA sequence is 4788 bp and the length of the protein
sequence is 92 amino acids. The result is shown in Figure 4.
NAP took 6.5 s. The alignment projects a three-exon coding
region in the human genomic sequence. The first exon is from
base 2217 to base 2292, the second from base 2978 to base
3092, and the third from base 3514 to base 3601. The size of
the first intron is 685 bp and that of the second intron is
421 bp. At the junction of the second and the third exons,
NAP was able to recognize a spliced codon where the first
two bases of the codon reside in the second exon, while the
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Table I. Effect of alignment similarity on the accuracy of NAP
Similarity
range (%)
0-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
30-35
35-40
40-45
45-50
50-55
55-60
60-65
65-70
70-75
75-80
80-85
85-90
90-95
95-100
Number of
alignments
4
2
0
0
1
17
19
125
94
15
11
43
9
33
12
4
44
46
13
16
Average
score
1
13
72
111
120
156
184
283
314
364
358
450
473
521
563
590
617
652
Average
error rate (%)*
100.00
83.39
37.93
34.77
3.42
0.86
0.62
0.09
0.13
0.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
'The average error rate of alignments in a similarity range is the total number
of protein residues that are aligned with non-exonic regions of the DNA
sequence divided by the total protein length.
last one is in the third exon. The prediction corresponds
perfectly with the original annotation in GenBank. Without
utilizing the pattern information about the splice sites, the
program would produce a slightly different result in the
junction of the first and the second exons.
The NAP program can handle long sequences because of
its low computer memory requirement. As an example, NAP
was used to compare a human DNA sequence (GenBank
SCOXII 310 tiHiUrltyi 75* (69/93)
(A 5' taninal gap of 2110 bf> Ma i i in«il)
21(1 U11U. 1' 11 !
(A gap of 140 ix>
2M1 l l l l l l l 1 (ULLULAUl ltXlULiaJgACOCCOAU
27 yrtlyAlaA*pTbrPTOThrAlaCy»CyaPha*«rTyr SarArgly i l laProArvolnP
3041 TCATAOCTOACTACTrraAOI>aiAOCAOCCAOTQCTCCAAOCCCM7rOTCATOT^
47 h«Il«ValAapTyTPti«aluTferBarSarLauCyagartlnPro01yAl«Il
(A gap of 320 bp
3441
( 4
(A 3' tvrmlul g«p of 1101 bp vaa rw
Fig. 4. A global alignment of a human genomic sequence for the cytokine or
subunit (GenBank Accession M24110) and a mouse macrophage inflamma-
tory orl protein sequence (Swiss-Prot Accession P10855). The NAP program
identified the exact locations of the two long introns.
Accession X52889) for cardiac )3 myosin heavy chain with a
Dictyostelium discoideum myosin heavy chain protein
sequence (PIR Accession A26655). The length of the DNA
sequence is 25 000 bp and the length of the protein sequence
is 2116 amino acids. NAP produced a huge alignment of
25 210 bp in 13.2 min. The alignment has a match percentage
of 32%. The alignment was examined to see how well NAP
identified the splice sites. To visualize the positions of the
splice sites of the DNA sequence, we also used NAP to align
the human DNA sequence with the protein sequence that is
coded by the DNA sequence. As expected, NAP produced a
perfect alignment, which shows the positions of 74 splice
sites. The perfect alignment was compared with the alignment
of the human DNA and D.discoideum protein sequences. Out
of the 74 splice sites, 46 splice sites were exactly identified by
NAP, 19 were approximately identified by NAP (off by at
most 19 bp), and nine were missed by NAP. NAP completely
missed two exons; one is exon 1, which is only 10% similar to
the corresponding part of the protein sequence, and the other
is exon 38, which is only 18 bp long. The results are
satisfactory, considering that the overall similarity between
the exon sequences and the protein sequence is only 32%.
The local alignment program LAP should be used if the
DNA and protein sequences are not globally similar, but have
similar regions. This situation occurs when the DNA and
protein sequences contain several domains, only some of
which are similar. For example, a human DNA trk proto-
oncogene sequence of 2701 bp contains the five domains
according to the GenBank annotation: (1) a putative signal
peptide; (2) an amino-terminal moiety rich in consensus sites
for A^-gJycosylation; (3) a transmembrane domain; (4) a
kinase catalytic region highly related to that of other tyrosine
kinases; (5) a very short carboxy-terminal tail. A mouse
protein sequence of 1115 amino acids for proto-oncogene
tyrosine-protein kinase receptor ret precursor contains the
three domains according to the Swiss-PTOt annotation: (1) an
extracellular region (residues 29-637); (2) a transmembrane
region (residues 638-659); (3) a protein kinase domain
(residues 725-1017). The two sequences only align at the
transmembrane domain and at the protein kinase domain. The
LAP program was used to compare the two sequences. LAP
produced a local alignment between the two sequences at the
kinase domain in 33.3 s. The alignment is shown in Figure 5.
The NAP and LAP programs can tolerate sequencing errors
that result in frameshifts in a coding region. As an example,
we used LAP to align a DNA sequence of 2501 bp from
Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosome VTII and a hypothe-
tical yeast protein sequence of 473 amino acids. This coding
region of 5. cerevisiae chromosome VIII was discovered by a
fast database search program we recently developed
(X.Huang, in preparation). The coding region contains a
number of frameshifts. LAP produced a local alignment
between the DNA and protein sequences in 22.8 s. The
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Score 497 Similarity! 39% (117/291)
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7 4 »
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1 9 3 5 OOCTOOTOO OOMOATOTOOCTCCAO
8 2 9
1991
207 1 CTAgroQQCCAOOOALmUTVJOTCAAOArmtfTQAl 1 1 lUULATOAOCAOOQATATCTACAOCACCOACTA'TTAi-t.t/TTJl'
BB2 L«uv«lAlaa lua iyArgLy»H«CIjyBl l«B«rAapFb«alyL«uS«rArgAspValTyro lua luAapS*rTyTValLy
2151 aOOAOOCCOCACCATQCTOCCCAl llAB-TUQATOCCQCCCQAQItfK^TL'CTtfTACCOTAACTTTCACCACCQAQAQCaACO
909 • ! j • ! ! • ! I . I « I I 1 I » I U I 1 l l I llVlll |HTnil«l I I 1T1 lOinnil r •lirll«B«lJH <T1 I T J I T I I I T I M nil I 111 MlHr
2231 TOTOOAiXrffJJUlJUTVJkm^C'KXXlAOATITITCACCTACTOCAAOCAOCCC^
93C «lTrpS«rPh«01yValL«ul<auTrp01uIl«ValThrL«u01yOlyABnPToTyrProOlyIl«Propro01uArgL«u
2311 ATaJACTOCATCACOCAOOGACOTOAOTTOaWXWXX^UOTOCCTOXCACCAaAiJaT^
9(2 I%KAanLwa^uLy*Thr01yHiKjkroHat01uArv^oA«vA«nCYa9*r01ualu)4«tTyTArgL«uJt«tL«uOlDCy
2391 CT0OCAIX«raAOCCCCAOCAACOCCACAOCATCAA<XUTqTTKAaXtLt3XXTO^
989 >TrpL>vOlnQluPT
2471 TCTACCTOOATtJTC
1016
Fig. 5. A local alignment between a human trk proto-oncogene DNA
sequence (GenBank Accession M23102) and a mouse protein sequence for
proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase receptor ret precursor (Swiss-Prot
Accession P35546). The two sequences have several domains. The alignment
shows the correlation between the sequences at a common domain. The
alignment was produced by the local alignment program LAP.
alignment shown in Figure 6 provides a clear view of the
relationship between the two sequences.
Comparisons with other alignment systems
In addition to the alignment model of States and Botstein
(1991), two other alignment systems have recently been
developed (Gelfand et ai, 1996; Guan and Uberbacher,
1996). As discussed previously, our alignment model
generalizes that of States and Botstein (1991) by allowing a
long nucleotide insertion gap within a codon. The alignments
in Figures 3 and 4 demonstrate that NAP can exactly identify
the location of an intron within a spliced codon. However,
this is not the case with the model of States and Botstein since
no long nucleotide insertion gap within a codon is allowed on
their model. In addition, the NAP and LAP programs require
space proportional to the sum of the sequence lengths, while
the program of States and Botstein requires space propor-
tional to the product of the sequence lengths. Thus, the NAP
and LAP programs can handle much longer DNA and protein
sequences. Note that our alignment model keeps the
capability to handle frameshifts in the DNA sequence from
the model of States and Botstein.
Guan and Uberbacher (1996) developed an alignment
algorithm that compares a protein sequence with the 3-frame
Scorn 417 Similarity: 45% (185/409)
5 0 2 ATCTOCmTOCTTATTACTrAOAAAA AOaOCTCCTOCTO
(4
511 OTTQQQCaJTfcULLTtTl'U/l'UJHiqCAT
9 1
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TTACCACT7TATTTTTTCCTTTCAATTTATTATAAOCTTAC
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722 TTQ TTA«7TTCTATTCACATACCTACTATAACACTAATCCTOra ATCTTC
144 I^uI l^ lyPt i«Gly l -*uAlaPh«I l*J 1 b«I l«ProS4»rValTt i rL*uI l«»r©L#^
789 AACCCCTOCCATAaaAACTOTAAAAAATAaATTOTA ATTCAAAOTACCTTCAOAAAAA
171 uAl
847 AAAA<nTATATACOCK^X^TACTACAakfjrACOCAATOTOT CACTTQOTACCOCrQTTCTTAmmjJlTTAAACA
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Fig. 6. A local alignment between the reverse complement of a region
(202000-204500) of the S.cerevisiae chromosome VIII sequence (Johnston
et at, 1994) and a yeast protein sequence (Swiss-Prot Accession P36032).
The alignment contains many gaps that result in frameshifts. The alignment
was produced by the local alignment program LAP.
translations of a DNA sequence. The algorithm allows the
alignment to shift from one frame translation to another frame
translation. Since the algorithm of Guan and Uberbacher uses
only the 3-frame translated sequences, it cannot accurately
handle situations where a nucleotide insertion/deletion gap
occurs within a codon. The algorithm approximately handles
the situations using gaps that occur outside any codon. As a
consequence, the algorithm cannot exactly identify an intron
that occurs within a codon. In addition, the algorithm of Guan
and Uberbacher requires quadratic space, so it cannot process
huge sequences. Note that the types of alignment configura-
tions that are available on the model of Guan and Uberbacher
are also available on our alignment model.
We compared our programs with the program of Guan and
Uberbacher (1996) on the three pairs of DNA and protein
sequences: the globin DNA and protein sequences, the yeast
DNA and protein sequences, and the myosin heavy chain
DNA and protein sequences. The alignment parameters used
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r t m 3< 333333333333333333333333222222222222222333322222333333333333 93
Qu«ryi 94 crsntHFLarrmcTYmr DLSH—asAQVKaBODVADALTiavAHVBCWHAL 147
sbjc t i 39 wiAtVvrrtnQRTTOBTamsaMjiiMHvrjuBajMLTKTQnivnMalLMaTT 85
rrnai 94 333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 147
QU«ryi 141 SAlJTOLHAHKIJn/DPVMJlVaJUPqAIWVBORIlQAFIJUMUTRVAQOVAQiUUlADtOFH 307
Sbjct 86 AKLSILHCDKLHVDfni 101
rr««o. 141 333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 307
Qu«ryi 301 PHXPI»LHQIiaBCU.VTL»AHIJAirrrAVHMLatriA«VSTVI.TSITf 358
Sbjct: 103 ntlX0MUVIlUtSHFQ<3KrrnVQMMaXLVh3VATALManni 146
rruti 308 333333333332332333333333323233332333323333333333331 351
Fig. 7. A local alignment between the globin DNA and protein sequences
produced by the program of Guan and Uberbacher (1996). The query
sequence is the translation of the DNA sequence. The regions of interest arc
indicated by an asterisk and pound signs. The program was not able to
identify the spliced codon containing intron 1 (see the column indicated by an
asterisk). The program misplaced two residues F and R of the protein
sequence at the region indicated by pound signs.
by the program of Guan and Uberbacher are: the substitution
matrix, BLOSUM62; gap open penalty, 10; gap extension
penalty, 1; frameshift penalty, 10. Because of its high
memory requirement, the program of Guan and Uberbacher
was not able to compare the myosin heavy chain DNA
sequence of 25 000bp and the protein sequence of 2116
amino acids.
On the globin DNA and protein sequences, NAP identified
the exact locations of the two introns in the DNA sequence
(Figure 3). NAP aligned a residue R of the protein sequence
with a spliced codon AGG with intron 1 being between bases
2 and 3 of the codon. Introl 2 of the DNA sequence is outside
codons. The alignment generated by the program of Guan and
Uberbacher on the globin sequences is shown in Figure 7. The
program of Guan and Uberbacher was not able to identify the
spliced codon containing intron 1. The program also failed to
identify the exact location of intron 2. The program misplaced
two residues F and R of the protein sequence near the
acceptor site of intron 2. An alignment of larger score would
be obtained if the two residues were placed near the donor site
of intron 2. NAP took 1.9 s on a Sun Sparcstation 5, and the
program of Guan and Uberbacher took 1 s on a Sun
Sparcstation 10.
On the yeast DNA and protein sequences, LAP produced a
detailed view of the correlation between the two sequences
(Figure 6). In contrast, the alignment produced by the
program of Guan and Uberbacher does not show the
correlation between the two sequences at the nucleotide
level (Figure 8). For instance, the alignment in Figure 8 shows
an extra residue T of the protein sequence at the region
indicated by asterisks. However, the LAP alignment in
Figure 6 shows that a single base of the DNA sequence is
missing at the region indicated by asterisks. As another
example, the alignment in Figure 8 shows an extra translated
residue F of the DNA sequence at the region indicated by
K t e n t l t i u . 185/436 143%)
Q U U Y I 155 IIPAFV8T--SWXVTWTAYYLUCO-LAOOmCLDTAPIOaiAL—QKSL—LVACIYHXI 307
SbjCtt 49 ILYIIFSTHOAJISOYAITUUtYLOarTTAOOSXLOTASIOaiArSCOLrFAPVrTHLTB-I 107
P r o w : 155 111111111111111111111111111333333333333333333333333333333333 307
Quaryi 308 FSrOrilSLHRFQOAALLlJkVrsmYEVH LI-L-LMIHIPTITLILU*FIIPI[ 3CO
Sbjct: 108 rJIQrilOLaiLFWAJUXLAJlFSVTLWBiyLTQaVLiaFOLAroiMVTUPUintja 167
rrui: 301 333333333333333332223333322233333333333333222222333333333323 360
Quaryi 361 TSSTPAIOT VKMlVlQMlHmJUU,TTAlTnqTAMC-gLOTAVUtfVATKCTO 311
Sbjctt 1CS MlAJOIOTAO8QbOOrVTWL0MQ«ILCmmV»IALIAOCIICT«UTIALMLTirmiQO 337
rr*mm 3<1 31U11111111111111U3333333333333331333333322232333233233222 311
Qu«ry: 312 LSQCTK FWWl-DVWimiIWFLrLFIBFLIILGYVVVLTSLS3nVSl»0 QILT 363
Sbjct i 226 UtQHntSTnrXUJTnT/l^ lfrA^WLl^ OFVSFAHliGnn/VLLYSLSDriVSLOYTSKQaSY 217
m m 312 22233333333333333333333)333333333333333333333332332223233333 363
t
Query: 3(4 ALYW8ID3L1EXPVIBQIAYXH05LAASIVLH L E-XP-SflLATXIKGMVA 413
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r t m : 364 333333333333333333333333222223333333332222222333333333333333 413
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Sbjct i 341 QSIMJTIWPTIASIVTIUVPLQiaJtJlFUJlXI-raAArALVAFIIOLCJtJrL/nHiMmf 406
Ou«ryz 473 vn I'limi irirwnm mmn i >fftvTWfw»iu»TTWw»wi.ii qwTtp-ufpTn.nr J J J
Sbjct 407 v w t r i u n t i T t r M i r ^ t 1 T^TTiif?kvowivaknymjnJn/FT.CHHgKClirBT 466
Rui 473 111111111111111111122222333222222222222232222333333322111111 531
Qu.ryi 532 HQSTKX 537
SbjCtt 467 KQLPKK 472
n«i 532 111111 537
Fig. 8. A local alignment between the yeast DNA and protein sequences
produced by the program of Guan and Uberbacher (1996). The query
sequence is the translation of the DNA sequence. The alignment does not
show the correlation between the two sequences at the nucleotide level. For
example, it is not clear whether an extra residue T at the region indicated by
asterisks corresponds to a deletion of one, two or three nucleotides. A similar
comment pertains to an extra residue F at the region indicated by pound signs.
The program misplaced a translated residue L of the DNA sequence at the
position indicated by a dollar sign.
pound signs, while the alignment in Figure 6 shows a single
extra base A of the DNA sequence at the region indicated by
pound signs. The alignment in Figure 8 is not optimal because
a translated residue L of the DNA sequence was placed
between two gaps at the position indicated by a dollar sign.
An alignment of larger score would be obtained if the two
gaps were combined into one by aligning the translated
residue L with another protein residue L at the end of the gap.
LAP took 22.8 s on a Sun Sparcstation 5, and the program of
Guan and Uberbacher took 28 s on a Sun Sparcstation 10.
Gelfand et al. (1996) proposed an algorithm for solving the
problem of introns in the DNA sequence. In addition to DNA
and protein sequences, the algorithm takes as input a set of
regions of the DNA sequence. The algorithm computes a
subset of ordered non-overlapping regions such that the
concatenation of the regions and the protein sequence have
the maximum similarity score. The effectiveness and
efficiency of the algorithm depend on selection of the set of
regions. Selection of a small set of regions increases the
efficiency of the algorithm, but compromises the effective-
ness of the algorithm since the set may not contain all the
exons. On the other hand, selection of a large set of regions
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improves the effectiveness of the algorithm, but decreases the
efficiency of the algorithm. Note that the number of potential
regions can be in the order of the square of the DNA sequence
length. In contrast, the use of dynamic programing in our
algorithms allows us to consider all the promising regions of
the DNA sequence efficiently.
Discussion
We have described two sensitive methods for comparing a
DNA sequence and a protein sequence. Because of their high
time requirements, it may be impractical to employ our
methods, on a conventional computer, to compare a DNA
sequence against a database of protein sequences. However,
the methods can be used to perform the database search on a
high-performance computer. This search can identify weak
homology between the DNA sequence and a protein sequence
in the database, which increases the success rate of finding the
coding region of the DNA sequence. Our methods can also be
used to refine results produced by fast database search
programs such as TFASTA and BLASTX (Pearson and
Lipman, 1988; Altschul et aL, 1990). Because of frameshifts
and introns in the DNA sequence, the fast database search
programs produce several small alignments between the
DNA sequence and a protein sequence in the database. Our
methods construct one large alignment between the two
sequences.
Availability
The source codes of NAP and LAP are freely available for
academic use on the WWW at http://www.cs.mtu.edu/
faculty/huang.html and via anonymous ftp at cs.mtu.edu in
directory /pub/huang. For commercial use, contact the
Intellectual Property Office of Michigan Technological
University.
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